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Hanner $L_{p}$ modulus of convexity , Hanner [2].
$\gamma$ Hamer , ,
optimal 2-uniform convexity (smoothness) . $L_{p}$
$\gamma$ .
Theorem 1 (Hanner inequality)
(H1) $||x+y||^{p}+||$x-y$||^{p}\geq|||$x$||+||$y $|||^{p}+|||$x $||-||$y $|||^{p}$ $\forall x,$ $y\in L_{p}$ $(1 <p\leq 2)$
(H2) $||x+y||^{p}+||$x-y$||^{p}\leq|||$x $||+||$y $|||^{p}+|||$x $||-||$y $|||^{p}$ $\mathrm{i}x$ , $y\in L_{p}$ $(2\leq p<\infty)$
Hamer $L_{p}$ , $p$-Schatten class operator $C_{p}$




Theorem 2 (Hanner type inequality). Let $X$ be a Banach space and let $1<$
$p,$ $s,t<\infty$ .
(i) The inequality
$(\mathrm{H}1_{\gamma})$ $||x+y||^{p}+||x-y||^{p}\geq|||$x $||+||$ty $|||^{p}+|||$x $||-|$Lyy $|||^{p}$
holds in $X$ with some $\gamma>0$ if and only if the inequality
(HT1) $( \frac{||x+y||^{s}+||x-y||^{s}}{2}$) $1/\iota\geq(^{\underline{|||x||+||\gamma y||}}$$2||x||-||\gamma y|||^{t})1/t$
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holds in $X$ with some $\gamma>0.$
(ii) The inequality
$(\mathrm{H}2_{\gamma})$ $||x+y||^{p}+||$x-y$||^{p}\leq|||x1+||\gamma$y $|||^{p}+|||$x $||-||\gamma$y $|||^{p}$
holds in $X$ with some $\gamma>0$ if and only if the inequality
(HT2) $( \frac{||x+y||^{\epsilon}+||x-y||^{s}}{2})^{1/\epsilon}\leq(^{\underline{|||x||+||\gamma y||}}$$2||x||-||\gamma y|||^{t})1/t$
holds in $X$ with some $\gamma>0$ .
$(\mathrm{H}1_{\gamma}),$ $(\mathrm{H}2_{\gamma})$ Hanner $\gamma$ , (HT1), (HT2)
. (HT1), (HT2) $\gamma$
(HT1) $0<\gamma\leq 1,$ (HT2) $1\leq\gamma<\infty$ . H er
(HT1) (HT2) $X$ $\gamma$ .
Hanner , Hamer
.
Theorem 3(Duality). Let $X$ be aBanach space and $X^{*}$ the dual space of $X$ . Let





holds in $X$ .
(ii) The inequality
$( \frac{||x^{*}+y^{*}||^{\epsilon’}+||x^{*}-y^{*}||^{\epsilon’}}{2})$ $1/s’\leq(^{\underline{|||x^{*}||+||\gamma^{-1}y^{*}||}}$$2||x^{*}||-||\gamma^{-1}y^{*}|||^{t’})^{1/t’}$




$X$ $q$ -uniformly convex $(2\leq q<\infty)$ , $C$ ,
$\epsilon>0$ $\delta_{X}(\epsilon)\geq C\epsilon^{q}$ . $X$ $p$-unifomly smooth $(1<$
$p\leq 2)$ , $K$ , $\tau>0$ $\rho_{X}(\tau)\leq K\tau^{p}$
. $\delta_{X}$ (\epsilon ) modulus of convexity; $\delta_{X}(\epsilon)=\inf\{1-||\frac{x+y}{2}$ ||: $||x||=||y||=1$ ,
$||x-y||=\epsilon \mathrm{L}\rho x$ (\mbox{\boldmath $\tau$}) modulus of smoothness; $\rho_{X}(\tau)=\sup\{\frac{1}{2}(||x+\tau y||+||x-\tau y||)$
$-1$ : $||x||=||y||=1$ } .
Lemma 4 (2-uniform convexity inequalities; [6]). Let $X$ be a Banach space
and let $1<s<\infty$ . Then the following are equivalent.
(i) $X$ is 2-uniformly convex.
(ii) There exists $C>0$ for which
( $\frac{||x+y||^{s}+||x-y||^{s}}{2}$) $1/\epsilon\geq(||x||^{2}+||Cy||^{2})^{1/2}$
holds in $X$ .
(iii) There exists $C>0$ such that for any $n\in \mathrm{N}$
($\mathrm{E}||\sum_{j=1}^{n}\epsilon_{j}$xj $||^{s}$) $1/s \geq(||x_{1}||^{2}+\sum_{j=2}^{n}||Cx_{j}||^{2})^{1/2}$
holds in $X$ , where $\{\epsilon j\}$ is a Rademacher sequence and $\mathrm{E}$ denotes the expectation.
In the case of $1<s\leq 2$ , one can take the same constant $C$ in (ii) and (iii).
Lemma 5(2-uniform smoothness inequalities; [6]). Let $X$ be aBanach space
and let $1<s<\infty$ . Then the following are equivalent.
(i) $X$ is 2-uniformly smooth.
(ii) There exists $K>0$ for which
$( \frac{||x+y||^{s}+||x-y||^{s}}{2})^{1/s}\leq(||x||^{2}+||Ky||^{2})^{1/2}$
holds in $X$ .
(iii) There exists $K>0$ such that for any $n\in \mathrm{N}$
($\mathrm{E}||\sum_{j=1}^{n}\epsilon_{j}$x/) $1/s \leq(||x_{1}||^{2}+\sum_{j=2}^{n}||$KxA$|^{2}$)
$1/2$
hol in $X$ .
In the case of $s\geq 2$ , one can take the same constant $K$ in (ii) and (iii).
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Theorem 6. Let $X$ be a Banach space and let $1<s,$ $t<\infty$ . Then the following
are equivalent.
(i) $X$ is 2-uniformly convex.
(ii) There exists some $\gamma>0$ for which
(HT1) $( \frac{||x+y||^{s}+||x-y||^{s}}{2})^{1/s}\geq(^{\underline{|||x||+||\gamma y||}}$$2||x||-||\gamma y|||^{t})1/t$
holds in $X$ .
(iii) There exists some $\gamma>$ 0such that for any $n\in \mathrm{N}$
(mHTl) $( \mathrm{E}||\sum_{j=1}^{n}\epsilon_{j}x_{j||^{\mathit{8}})^{1/\mathit{8}}\geq}(\mathrm{E}|\epsilon_{1}||$ x1 $||+ \gamma\sum_{j=2}^{n}\epsilon$j $||x_{j}|||^{t})^{1/t}$
holds in $X$ .
Theorem 7. Let $X$ be aBanach space and let $1<s,$ $t<\infty$ . Then the following
are equivalent.
(i) $X$ is 2-uniformly smooth.
(ii) There exists some $\gamma>0$ for which
(HT2) $( \frac{||x+y||^{s}+||x-y||^{s}}{2}$) $1/s \leq(’\frac{|||x||+|^{1}\gamma y|||^{t}+|||x||-||\gamma y|||^{t}}{2})1/t$
holds in $X$ .
(iii) There exists some $\gamma>$ Osuch that for any $n\in \mathrm{N}$
$(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{H}\mathrm{T}2)$ $( \mathrm{E}||\sum_{j=1}^{n}\epsilon$jxj $||^{\epsilon}$) $1/s\leq(\mathrm{E}|\epsilon_{1}||$ x1 $||+ \gamma\sum_{j=2}^{n}\epsilon$j $||$xj $||$ D
$1/t$
holds in $X$ .
(mHTl), (mHT2) Hanner . $\gamma$ (mHTl) $0<$
$\gamma\leq 1$ , (mHT2) $1\leq\gamma<\infty$ , 2 $\gamma$
. (mHTl), (mHT2) $\gamma$
.
$\gamma(s,t)(X):=\sup$ {$\gamma>0:X$ (mHTl) },
$\gamma^{(s,t)}(X):=\inf${$\gamma>0$ : $X$ $(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{H}\mathrm{T}2)$ }.
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2 $\gamma$
$\gamma(s,t;2)(X):=\sup$ {$\gamma>0:X$ (HT1) },




(i) $\gamma_{(\epsilon,t)}(L_{p})=\min\{1,$ $\sqrt{(p-1)/(t-1)},$ $\sqrt{(s-1)/(t-1)}\}$ $(1<p\leq 2)$ .
(ii) $\gamma^{(s,t)}(L_{p})=\max\{1,$ $\sqrt{(p-1)/(t-1)},$ $\sqrt{(s-1)/(t-1)}\}$ $(2\leq p<\infty)$ .
Further
$\gamma(\epsilon,t)(L_{p})=\gamma(\epsilon,t;2)(L_{p})$ $(1<p\leq 2)$ ,
$\mathrm{y}^{(t)}$” $(L_{p})$ $=\gamma^{(\epsilon,t;2)}(L_{p})$ $(2\leq p<\infty)$ .
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